
Processed People: The Documentary
The antidote to America’s toxic lifestyle.
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DIET OR DRUGS?
(Hint: side effects of drugs, used as directed, kill over 100,000 & “injure” over 1 million every year1)

Dear Health Conscious Friend:

My name is Jeff Nelson and I am the director of the documentary you just
watched, PROCESSED PEOPLE.  My wife, Sabrina, is the writer of the film.

13 years ago, Sabrina received a death sentence.

She was diagnosed with a deadly autoimmune disease.  She had bounced
around to different doctors until she landed in the Beverly Hills offices of
rheumatologist Rodney Bluestone, MD, FRCP.   

Dr. Bluestone diagnosed Sabrina with Relapsing Polychondritis (RP).  With
RP, your immune system attacks and destroys your body’s cartilage.  

According to studies, RP kills 45% of people who have it within 10 years.
But the drugs prescribed to treat RP symptoms sometimes kill you first.

Diet Cures

Sabrina was lucky.  After a year of suffering, she discovered valuable
information that saved her life.  She learned a simple, cheap, powerful, side-effect-
free way to cure herself of this incurable disease.

Like the people in PROCESSED PEOPLE, Sabrina made a change in her diet
and lifestyle.  

Three weeks later, the disease went into remission.  Dr. Bluestone said: “Your
dietary strategy is working.  And by the way, your cholesterol has fallen to 135.  Keep
up the good work.”

That was 13 years ago. Today Sabrina is active, thin, energetic – and still
disease free – working full time and raising three healthy children.

Sharing life-saving truth with you

As Sabrina and I learned more about health, we met a number of preeminent
medical doctors who were all using diet to cure people -- of many different diseases.
We decided to bring them together into a health super forum.

My wife dodged a fatal disease bullet because she was blessed to get good
information.  We brought these top experts together and videotaped their powerful
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presentations so that you could get the knowledge to protect or completely restore
your own health too.

The result of this years-long undertaking is the GET HEALTHY NOW DVD
series, which you can buy and start watching in your own home right away.

The GET HEALTHY NOW program will give you the knowledge to avoid
health problems, to roar with energy into each busy new day, to live with a zest and
vitality you probably haven’t felt in years.

Get healthy right now!

GET HEALTHY NOW is a series of 3-DVD programs, each containing 12
hours of inspiring, enlightening, life-saving information.

You will learn how to:
• Lower blood pressure without toxic drugs
• Normalize blood sugar without costly medications
• Dramatically lower your cholesterol without dangerous pharmaceuticals
• Prevent and reverse heart disease – even if you’ve had a heart attack
• Prevent and arrest type II diabetes
• Break sugar addiction
• Lose weight and keep it off
• Control depression
• Protect yourself from prostate or breast cancer
• Avoid osteoporosis
• Strengthen your immune system
• Banish constipation
• Avert unnecessary, risky, expensive medical treatments
• Raise healthy kids
• Have more energy throughout the day

All of this information in the video series?  That’s right – learn how to greatly
improve your odds of living a long healthy life, free from chronic illnesses.  The GET
HEALTHY NOW DVD program shows you how.

And you won’t find this information on television.  

Why not?  Because nearly every network and cable channel in the world relies
on advertising dollars from Big Food and Big Drugs.  Even PBS won’t bite the hand
that feeds it.  But now you can have this information on DVD – and reap the benefits.
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These experts don’t treat; they show you how to cure yourself

The experts you’ve met in Processed People: The Documentary – and several
others – are showcased in the GET HEALTHY NOW DVD series.  They give you a
road map to vibrant physical and mental health.

The series showcases courageous health pioneers like John McDougall MD,
Joel Fuhrman MD, Jay Gordon MD, Neil Nedly MD, Caldwell Esselstyn MD, Milton
Mills MD, Jeffrey Novick RD, Pam Popper PhD, Jeffrey Masson PhD, John Robbins,
Bryant Terry, T. Colin Campbell PhD – and many others.  

This groundbreaking collection of experts is not available anywhere else.

“It is rare that the product exceeds the hype, but that
is certainly the case with the GET HEALTHY NOW DVD series.

The speakers are monumental. The cost is insignificant in
comparison to the knowledge and health gained from the

education these people provide.”
                                                  -- Scott Cohn, San Diego, CA

Don’t be a processed person

Our medical system is upside down.  It offers a crapshoot of dangerous drugs,
risky medical procedures and crushing expense.

But there is another way.  And unlike conventional medicine, it actually
works.

About the DVD programs

We offer three different GET HEALTHY NOW
DVD programs.  Each one is different and contains unique,
vital information.

Each set contains 3 DVDs and a total of 12 hours of
video presentations.  This is the nitty-gritty information you
need to beat cancer and avoid a heart attack.

The DVD programs have the same name – GET
HEALTHY NOW – but a different color to identify each
one: Green, Orange and Blue.

If you’re ordering for the first time, the best order
to buy them in is:  GREEN, then ORANGE, and then
BLUE.
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Get Healthy Now GREEN Set

The GREEN DVD set covers alleviating depression, arresting diabetes, stopping
autoimmune diseases, longevity secrets, lowering blood pressure and cholesterol,
preventing breast and prostate cancer, cooking demos -- and much more.

Get Healthy Now ORANGE Set

The ORANGE DVD set shows how to understand food labels, combat
obesity, reverse heart disease, protect women's health, discover what our
physiology tells us about diet, cooking demos -- and much more.

Get Healthy Now BLUE Set

The BLUE DVD set highlights breaking the sugar addiction, becoming
thin for life, avoiding strokes, normalizing blood sugar, beating cancer, raising
healthy children, cooking demos -- and much more.

Each DVD Program – a total of 12 hours of life-saving
info – is $89.95 and includes shipping.

Buy ALL THREE DVD programs for only $195 – that’s a savings of $74.85!

Do you get acid reflux?  Have trouble sleeping?  Too often feel constipated?
Have high blood pressure or high cholesterol?  Get headaches?  Stomach pain?  Feel
a lack of energy?

If so, there are drugs, pills and potions that the medical-industrial complex
wants to sell you.  OR you can toss away your tablets and tonics, save your money,
and add another 10 or 20 happy, healthy years to your life – with these DVDs.

My wife and I made PROCESSED PEOPLE: The Documentary not just to
blow the lid off the “medical mafia” that profits from sickness.  We made it so that
everyone can realize it really is possible to be healthy your entire life.  There is hope!   

Do not delay. Get started today because your life may depend on it.  Educate
yourself by ordering the GET HEALTHY NOW DVD series right now.  You have
everything to gain, because good health – is everything!

Yours in good health,

Jeff Nelson
Director-Producer
Processed People: The Documentary


